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This is the second in a series of four
articles researching environmental
sustainability on campus. Topics include electricity, water, food and material waste.

Before lunch
As the bell tower tolls 11 a.m., students
begin trickling down the stairs of the
DC. Some rush into the lines at Homestyle. Others frequent Nourish.
But what many students don’t see
are the routines of the people behind
the walls of the kitchen.
Within the kitchen thrives a different world. In the large metallic space,
blackberry jam sits on a shelf next to
balsamic vinegar and maple syrup.
Tongs, scoops and spoons hang from
the middle of workstations.
Serving about 2,600 people every
day, the DC employs a kitchen staff of
42. Employees share a sense of camaraderie—they poke fun at each other
and laugh about the events of the day.
“It sometimes can be taxing, but
I love my job,” Paula Hayes, special
diets cook, said. “I love the kids I
cook for.”
Lewis Suttles, an employee with a
round face and sharp humor, hovers
over an 80-gallon kettle of lemongrass
chicken broth for Dashi Noodle Bar.
The sweet and tangy aroma wafts
throughout the kitchen. Long stalks
of lemongrass stick out of the top
of the bubbling mixture. Suttles
crafts the Dashi broth at the DC every Tuesday.
“I wouldn’t normally eat these ingredients on their own,” Suttles said,
motioning toward bottles of red chili
and fish sauce. “But once I put them
together, it’s good.”
During lunch
Back in the dining room, students
place their finished dishes on the
conveyer belt, flinging their silverware into the food-splattered metal
chutes. The silverware drops from the
chutes into metal baskets in the dish
room. In the past, forks have flown
down and smacked employees on the
arms while they retrieved the silverware. Now, they stand back a safe distance and pull the baskets out with a
long metal arm.
The conveyer belt snakes around
the corner, rattling the dishes into the
dish room like an old train. Beneath
the conveyer belt, a stream of murky
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water resembling watered-down
chocolate milk gushes through
a trough.
An employee grabs each dish and
rinses the food, napkins and liquids
into the frothy brown stream. An uneaten slice of french toast floats down
the stream and into the pulping machine on the left. The pulper digests
all the plate waste, spitting out a
mostly dry compound that looks
like pink insulating material. The machine reduces the final solid material by 80–90 percent, which ends up,
along with the rest of campus waste,
at the Jay County Landfill in Portland,
Indiana.
Joe Baxter, a grey-bearded employee with focused brown eyes, has
worked at the DC for five years. He
said he sees an amazing amount of
plate waste coming down the conveyer belt.
“I stand over here and watch the
cooks cut the tops off of strawberries,” Baxter said. “They’ll spend two
or three hours. Then people will take
half a plate of strawberries and they’ll
only eat a handful of them.”

Photograph by Becca Robb

Terry Himelick, farm manager at Victory Acres, has lived in the area his entire life.
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Joe Baxter has worked for the DC for five years. When he retires, he plans to live in a camper in Florida and become a snowbird.

After rinsing dishes in the stream,
employees run everything through
the dishwasher, a massive metal contraption reminiscent of Willy
Wonka’s gobstopper machine. Baxter handles the plates with a learned
apprehension—the hot ceramic will

scorch his fingers if he holds it too
long. He stacks the plates into neat
piles and brings them back into the
dining room.
A bright green plate coming out
of the wash has a smudge of crusted broccoli stuck to it. Baxter spots

the blemish like a hawk hunting for
field mice. He plucks it off the conveyer belt and tosses it onto a tray with
other rejects.
“You didn’t even think I was lookin’
at ‘em, did you?” Baxter said. An
Lunch continues on page 2
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Annual operating certificates posted
in four elevators were expired.

The Echo recently discovered that
the annual operating certificates
on four campus elevators were expired. No certificate was posted in
the elevator in the Euler Atrium.
An annual operating certificate
proves that a elevator contractor
has checked the elevator and ensured it is safe to use. If the Indiana
Department of Homeland Security (IDHS) discovered violations of
their code—including not posting
a current certificate—Taylor could
face fines of up to $250 per day
per violation.
According to John Erickson, director of public affairs for the IDHS,
contractors check components
such as emergency stops, two-way

communications, elevator rails and
emergency recalls.
“Without a regular inspection,
potentially harmful component
malfunctions may occur which
could have been prevented,” Erickson said.
The Echo emailed Taylor maintenance supervisor Scott Bragg to ask
about the elevators in Nussbaum,
Metcalf and Sickler and a wheelchair lift in Ayres. Each device had
a certificate posted, but the certificates were expired. As of Wednesday, The Ayres lift’s certificate
expired 1,223 days ago. Nussbaum’s
elevator operating certificate expired 77 days ago, Metcalf ’s 178 days
ago and Sickler’s two days ago.
According to Bragg, he visited
each of those locations after receiving The Echo’s email. He said
the employee in charge of maintenance in Metcalf forgot to post the
new certificate and students had

taken the most recent certificate
off the lift in Ayres, leaving an outdated one. Bragg posted the most
recent certificate in Metcalf and
Ayres. As for Nussbaum and Sickler, Bragg scheduled an inspection
for Tuesday.
Depending on the severity of the
situation, IDHS can choose to impose sanctions including shutting
down the elevator or fining the elevator owner.
Bragg said he would do a better job of checking the elevators.
“I knew the fine was there, I just
didn’t know how much it costs,”
he said.
The elevator in Breuninger Hall
also had an expired certificate as
of Thursday. It expired in August
of this year. “Well, it’s probably not
the safest idea,” junior Breuninger
resident Mark Allsman said. “But
nothing bad has happened yet.”
echo@taylor.edu
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arrived, I missed my train stop.”
Taylor expands overseas study opportunities
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Taylor hosts annual
entrepreneurial
competition
Jaci Gorrell
Contributor

Six business ideas will be cast into the
water and left to sink or swim this evening as a part of Taylor’s third annual Shark Tank. Competitors will have
five short minutes to make a splash
with a presentation promoting their
products or services in the hopes of
hooking the sharks. The event will begin at 7 p.m. in Cornwall Auditorium,
and doors will open at 6:45 p.m.
According to event Co-Coordinator, senior Sam Petersen, though the
competition is closely modeled after
the ABC television show “Shark Tank,”
Taylor does a few things differently.
“If you watch the show, it’s cutthroat
and not super encouraging,” Peterson
said. “This has its own Taylor flair.”
Business leaders from across Indiana are invited to sit in as sharks
and entrusted with distributing the
$5,000 in prize money. These sharks
are not out for blood, but they do have
high expectations for competitors.
“The first thing I’m looking at is
how well-prepared (competitors)
are.” David Bolling, shark veteran

and Indiana entrepreneur said. “Have
they thought this through? Are they
comfortable presenting? Part of being
an entrepreneur and a leader is getting other people to believe in your
vision. You’ve got to be confident and
share your thoughts.”
Entrepreneur-In-Residence Andrew Fennig has been helping competitors prepare to face the sharks. He
likens good pitches to stories. They
begin with a problem (the antagonist) and end with the product as a
solution. To him, the key to crafting
a business pitch is focusing on the
heartbeat of all startups—projecting
a vision of the world that’s different
than the way it is now.
Competition entry Advocase is
one such vision, headed by sophomores Josh Graham and Caleb Truax III. Their idea involves bringing
iPads to Toledo daycares for kids to
draw pictures about inspiring words
or phrases. The team hopes to turn
these digital drawings into phone
case artwork that will be sold to raise
money to benefit Advocase’s daycare partners.
For Graham, the preparation process began months ago when he was
inspired at the Praxis business conference. “The idea Praxis put on my
mind was, ‘Think of why you want to

start a business and who you want to
benefit with your product,’” Graham
said. “I began to think locally. Poverty is a big issue in Toledo, especially
in the inner city.”
Graham began to explore ways to
help underprivileged children while
getting them involved with a product,
and Advocase evolved from there.
Junior Nolan Sponseller is another competitor. He will be pitching his
mobile car-detailing business, Rollin’ with Nolan. A service that offers
car washes to business professionals, Rollin’ with Nolan spawned from
Sponseller’s love for vehicles and the
idea has been growing for the past
three years.
Though the process excites him,
Sponseller is wary of casting his idea
into shark-infested waters: “It’s kind
of scary to be vulnerable, because
from an entrepreneur standpoint,
their business is like their baby, so
just having it out there to take criticism or have people analyze it is pretty scary.”
With vulnerability, practice, courage and a little shark bait, competitors will put their products on the
line tonight and wait for what most
people hope to never experience—a
shark bite.
echo@taylor.edu
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Senior Sam Petersen, co-coordinator of Shark Tank, smiles with Sherman the Shark.

Taylor expands overseas study opportunities

currently attending the Fall 2016
East Asia Institute program. This
new option for study abroad is currently a pilot program. It is available for two fall semesters before
being considered for full approval status.
Taylor students have the opportunity to spend a semester in Japan through a new collaboration
with Tokyo Christian University,
according to Jeff Miller, director of
off-campus programs and assistant
director of the Spencer Centre for
Global Engagement.
According to the Tokyo Christian

University’s website, “The East Asia
Institute at Tokyo Christian University is a one-semester program that
lets you meet the people in their
home setting, experience for yourself their life, culture and history,
and gain a deep academic knowledge of this region.”
Miller said the program is not
limited to certain majors, although
he said it is an especially good option for international studies majors and students with an East
Asian interest or concentration.
Kroeker is taking core classes
in Japanese religion, philosophy,

language, culture and art. She said
the campus and cafeteria are smaller than Taylor’s; but the people are
welcoming, and campus is peaceful.
“I’ve wanted to visit Japan for a
long time—I like manga and anime, but more than that, I love the
culture and the way the language
sounds,” Kroeker said. “I feel like
I’ve made closer friends here than
I did in my dorm back at Taylor.”
To students interested in the
East Asia Institute’s program, Kroeker gives this advice: “Be prepared for random, crazy stuff. The
day I arrived, I missed my train

stop. Stuff happens; take it as it
comes and deal with it. . . . Mostly,
though, be open-minded and enjoy
the experience!”
Taylor students can also partake in another opportunity: a new
summer Blackboard course with a
study trip for Historic Christian Belief credit.
Karolyn Manganello, program assistant for biblical studies, christian
educational ministries and philosophy, said the main focus of the trip
is to learn about the chief figures
of the Reformation, such as Martin Luther, John Huss and Ulrich
Zwingli. Students on the trip will
visit several locations in Switzerland and Germany and take a side
trip to Prague.
This trip is made possible
through a new collaboration between Taylor and Pilgrim Tours, a
program that organizes academic travel tours and arranges tour
guides for group trips.
Students who wish to take the
trip must register for the accompanying summer Blackboard course.
The trip will then take place after
the Blackboard course concludes.
Those who don’t take the online
course are welcome on the trip but
will not receive academic credit.
Michael Harbin, professor of biblical studies, will be leading the trip.
This replaces Taylor’s annual J-term
trip to Turkey this year, also led by
Harbin. According to Manganello, the summer trip could replace
the J-term trip in the future, or the
J-term trip may resume.
The current estimate cost for
the Historic Christian Belief trip is
$4,000.
An informational meeting will be
held after Thanksgiving to provide
interested students with finalized
dates and costs. Trip deposits are
due at the end of March, and the final payments are due in May.
echo@taylor.edu

much food as possible. They chop
up leftover chicken and make it into
chicken salad or soup. But after they
cook anything a second time, they
must throw it out due to health regulations. However, employees can
sometimes eat these leftovers. Many
of the kitchen scraps feed animals at
local farms.
In one metal pan lays red, green
and yellow bell peppers. As employees slice up the peppers, they toss
the seeds and stalks into white buckets sitting on the tile floor. Later tonight, Terry Himelick, farm manager
at Victory Acres, will drop by in his
scratched-up maroon pickup and
haul the buckets back to his farm.

Himelick feeds the kitchen scraps
to his chickens and hogs. At his
farm, a hen pecks lazily at a pile of
spring rolls lying in the dirt. Heads
of bell peppers lay sprawled around
the chickens. He accepts any scraps,
excluding meat, from kitchen prep
and food the DC can’t serve due to
health regulations.
Himelick values Taylor’s food
scraps for the compost benefit. The
vegetables and grains enrich the animal manure he mixes with hay and
leaves to craft his compost.
“Whatever is good for the animals
is good for the soil,” Himelick said.
His goat, James, particularly likes
musk melon and pineapple tops.

But farms can’t take the plate
waste that students place on the
conveyer belt. Anything edible that
students place on the conveyer
belt becomes pulp and ends up in
the landfill.
Last May, a student nutrition project saved all the conveyer belt plate
waste from a single day and weighed
the results. They measured 395 lbs of
wasted food. This means each student wasted about half a chicken
breast, or .395 lbs, because the DC
served only 1,000 students that day.
Frederickson said students often
take the DC for granted.
“(The project) made me a lot more
aware of not just what I’m eating,

but what I put on my plate,” project
leader and junior Amy Frederickson
said. “(People will) say, ‘Ah, there’s
nothing to eat today.’ But there’s
beauty here and that attitude should
trickle down to our food.”
She suggested beginning a program where freshmen are required
to scrape plates in the DC for
one meal.
The student nutrition group
pointed out people often think they
can eat more than they can. They
recommended several tips for reducing food waste: using smaller plates,
taking smaller servings and coming
back for seconds.
echo@taylor.edu
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Senior Kathryn Kroeker is studying at Toyko Christian University.

Broadening the scope of
international experience
Emily Russell
Contributor

This semester Taylor University
introduced two new international
programs including a semester in
Japan and a summer Historic Christian Belief trip for the 2016–17 academic year.
The Spencer Centre for Global
Engagement’s newsletter said two
Taylor students, junior Elise White
and senior Kathryn Kroeker, are

Lunch continued from
page 1
employee will have to wash the dish
by hand with a scrubby brush.

After lunch
Junior Esther Koh said she doesn’t
waste much food at the DC. When
she does, it’s because she’s served
herself a lot, thinking she’ll enjoy it,
but then the meat is tough and she
doesn’t want to finish it. Koh works
in catering and says the DC has to
throw away a lot of food because of
health regulations.
Director of Dining Services Matt
Riley says the DC tries to redeem as
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“As his PA, I thought of all of the
incredible opportunities that would
arise with someone on our floor having
a bus that can take up to 40 people.”
Not Ms. Frizzle's bus
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Student transforms
bus into DIY project
Aubree DeVisser
Staff Writer

Sophomore Noah Rader recently
chose an unusual hobby. He and his
father chose to modify a bus into an
RV.
Over the summer, Rader traveled
700 miles to Minnesota to buy a bus.
He then drove it all the way to his
home in Ferdinand, Indiana with no
issues, for which he was grateful. He
brought the bus back to Taylor and
parked it in the east end of Olson’s
parking lot.
Student’s reactions ranged from
confusion to bemusement: freshman
Makenzie Williams asked, “Why is
there a bus taking up parking spaces?” and sophomore Madison Prince
said, “I thought it was for little kids
at first.”
Rader enjoys modifying projects with his dad, which is where
he got the idea to renovate the bus.
He remodeled the whole vehicle,
taking out the seats and flooring
and replacing the floors with laminate. But the modifications didn’t
stop there.
Rader added enhancements to
the bus that not only made it functional, but livable. Among the

improvements: access to water.
“(I) got a counter and sink and did
plumbing for it so you can hook it up
to any water source,” Rader said. “It’s
more of a camper than an R.V. It’s
got a couch that folds out and everything.” The final cost, including purchase price and renovations, totaled
less than $3,000.
Due to the large size of the vehicle,
many people may wonder how to
drive the bus. “It’s like driving a big
truck; it’s not that difficult,” Rader
said. He has a specific insurance policy that covers him exclusively, making him the only one able to drive it.
Therefore, renting out the bus is unfortunately not an option.
According to sophomore Joshua
Clement, one of Rader’s floormates
on Penthouse, Rader brought the bus
to Taylor after receiving permission
from Campus Police. His wing took
advantage of this opportunity and
used the bus for a Bro-Sis trip to Muncie. “It’s such a ‘Noah’ thing to do,”
Clement said. “As his PA, I thought
of all of the incredible opportunities
that would arise with someone on our
floor having a bus that can take up to
40 people.”
Clement went on to say how
the bus’s environment can create new relationships, start conversations and give passengers a
chance to experience something

Photograph by Halie Owens

Sophomore Noah Rader spent less than $3,000 total on the project, including purchase price and renovations.

new. Additionally, each new group
of people gives a new feel to the bus
every time.
Not only do Rader and his PA appreciate the bus, but so do the freshman on the wing. Coming to Taylor
includes many surprises, but one
surprise freshman couldn’t have anticipated is Rader’s DIY bus transformation, which is available for floor
use.
“It's pretty amazing,” Penthouse
freshman Ethan Rice said. “It really
helps foster community when we use
it to travel to floor events.”
Despite the novelty, Rader does not
drive the bus on a daily basis. He has
another car on campus that is much
more fuel-efficient.
Currently, Rader is trying to sell
the bus. He has a few interested buyers from back home already lined up.
He plans to use the money to buy a
larger bus and begin his next project.

Photograph by Halie Owens

Rader remodeled the entire bus, taking out seats
and replacing the floors with laminate.

“Well, it’s kind of sad because it’s the
first (bus I modified), but then I can

make a bigger one,” Rader said.
echo@taylor.edu
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I am thankful for...

Giving thanks for the random
LeighAnn Wolle

Life & Times Co-Editor

Before heading out for Thanksgiving break,
take a minute to think about what you are
most thankful for at Taylor. It would be easy to
come up with a list of cliché things students love
about Taylor, but think for a minute longer. Taylor is a unique community. It is full of gifts both
large and small.
Students around campus thought up what
random, little gift they were most thankful for.
Seniors:
◉ Kat Smith: Cindy in the psych department
office making coffee
◉ Hannah Boy: The birds in the Euler atrium
Juniors:
◉ Hannah Williams: The number of trees
around campus and living with girls from
all four grades.
◉ Marissa Gabel: Pick-a-dates and wing
culture
◉ Molly Lupton: The Taylor Woods
Sophomores:
◉ Bryce Peters: The multitudes of sidewalks
on campus
◉ Drew Cleaver: Paul Egenolf ’s jawline
◉ Derek Wanner: Class registration overrides
◉ Tyler Gerig: The bathrooms at the KSAC
with hand towels

Graphic Illustrated by Jeanine Aupperle

Freshmen:
◉ Ruslan Horb: The burgers in the DC, because they are the source of life in that
place
◉ Makenzie Williams: The sunset(s) that my
friends and I watch from Taylor Lake
◉ Tali Valentine: The students who appreciate dad jokes and wear denim on denim
Giving thanks for the random is a great way to
remind yourself of the little gifts God has given
you. Take some time to make a list of your own.
If you have a creative one, put it on Twitter with
#tayloru and @TheEcho_Taylor!
echo@taylor.edu

Open Spouse
Review
First West Wengatz invited
women over… to get married?
Gabby Carlson

Life & Times Co-Editor

Have you ever been to a wedding where the bride
doesn’t know who she’s marrying? It sounds absurd,
but First West Wengatz pulled it off several times
Wednesday night. Female attendees ran the risk of
being randomly selected to put on a dress, walk down
the aisle into the ceremony area—which doubles
as a shower most days—and receive a (chocolate)
kiss from her groom. Then all guests headed to
the reception and the party commenced. The
happy couple had their engagement photo proudly
displayed at the end of the hallway, photoshopped
to look just right. The buffet was understocked and
the experience was rushed, but it definitely makes
the top 10 on our wedding list.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Big change comes from small actions. A little
help in one person’s life could go a long way.”
Thanks for giving
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Getting on the gravy boat
Things you should do
for Thanksgiving
Braden Ochs
Staff Writer

Many Thanksgiving traditions carry
over from year to year, but there’s also
room to experiment with new ideas.
Here are some fun things to try at this
year’s Thanksgiving feast:
1. Write a sonnet
When your family sits around
the fancy table and asks what you
are thankful for, how impressed
would they be if you had prepared a
“Thanksgiving Sonnet” beforehand?

If all goes well, you might even see a
few tears glisten in the corner of your
uncle’s eye. What a way to impact
your family!
2. Contribute food
Not everyone can write a sonnet,
so if you are an unpoetic person, just
bring food! If you can’t cook well,
bring ramen noodles or something.
I’m sure the feast planners will
appreciate, and even be impressed,
with anything as long as it’s edible. At
the very least, bring a two-liter of pop.
3. Train hard for flag football
For those football-on-Thanksgiving
people, try to become the best flag
football player in the family. Impress
your cousins with some sick moves,

and lead your team to victory in every
game (be friendly about it, of course).
By the time break is over, you’ll be
good enough to try out for Taylor’s
football team. Why not even try out
for the NFL? With enough hard work
and the right kind of turkey meat,
anything is possible.
4. Find ways to eat more
First of all, try to wear pants with
a stretchy waist. This gives your
stomach some room to grow. An even
better method would be to not eat the
whole day leading up to the meal of
the year. One or two fruit snacks
would be acceptable, but anything
you eat before the meal takes away
from what you can enjoy during it! So,

whatever route works best for you,
make sure to find successful ways to
eat more delicious Thanksgiving food.
5. Watch good Thanksgiving TV
Not everyone knows the best shows
to watch on Thanksgiving. Besides
the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade,
there is “Punkin Chunkin,” the
National Dog Show, and the classic
“A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving.”
“Punkin Chunkin” will give you the
inspiration to impact the world
with well-engineered machines (or
to launch pumpkins, which is cool
too). The National Dog Show lets us
fight with family members to find out
who can name the most dog breeds.
And of course, “A Charlie Brown
Thanksgiving” reminds us of the true
meaning of the holiday.
6. Tell Thanksgiving ghost stories
Tell stories about the most
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famous Thanksgiving ghosts.
There are many to choose from:
the Gravy Growler, the not-so-sweet
Potato Screamer, the Ham Howler
and of course, the Hash-Slinging
Slasher. Since this may be more of a
Halloween thing, just keep this idea
as a backup plan in case Grandma’s
gets awkward.
7. Talk to your family
Don’t just ask them about the
weather. Ask them about their lives.
Ask them which of your grandma’s
pies is the best. Talking can be
hard, but you never know, a single
conversation could change your
whole Thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving is a favorite holiday
for a lot of people, but there are always
new traditions to try and better ways
to prepare for this family holiday.
echo@taylor.edu

Welcome to Chrysa’s corner

Thanks for giving
Ways to give back this
Thanksgiving season

better place. Here are some small ways you
can use your time in order to help out the
community and give thanks:

Chrysa Keenon

Subscription & Distribution Manager

Thanksgiving is just a few days away! While
some of us (yes, myself included) are excited
to leave the semester behind, before we zip
up our bags we should pause for a moment
and think. No, I don’t mean think of what you
are thankful for; instead, think of how you can
give back. This simple concept of paying-itforward can lead us to walk in harmony with
God and each other.
Throughout the election season, we’ve
heard how America isn’t as great as it used
to be. But impacts can be made on both a
global and local scale to make the world a

1. Rent a pet for the day from Marion
Animal Care and Control. The humane
society allows college students to take
a pet out for a day full of play and
love. Take your pooch or cat on a walk
through the Taylor wilderness. It’ll help
you de-stress, and they’ll appreciate the
time outdoors! Besides, who doesn’t
want a little furry friend to snuggle with
come finals time?
2. Volunteer at a food bank. With several
partners in and around Fort Wayne,
Community Harvest is one of the largest
food banks in Indiana, delivering nearly
10 million meals annually. Spending a

Saturday morning passing out food and
supplies to families in need helps out the
community and it reminds you of how
much you have.
3. Visit a retirement home, maybe even the
one in Upland. Yes, this might not be the
flashiest way to spend a day, but those
who live in retirement homes love seeing
new faces. Take a cup of coffee and offer
a listening ear to anyone who has a story
to share. You might end up learning
something about how to appreciate life
as a young whippersnapper.

Big change comes from small actions.
A little help in one person’s life could go a
long way. By offering our time to think and
understand each other, we can encourage
positive change in our neighborhoods and
our country. Acting selflessly is not only a way
for us to give love to one another but also for
us to thank God for giving us this life.
echo@taylor.edu
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Rent a pup to show you are thankful.

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
Stephanie is
a fun-loving,
mysterious
public relations
major who is
cool as ice and
everything nice!
She is very active
on Myspace, so
hit her up!

“On a scale of
one to America,
how free are
you tonight?”
- Lukas Thill

Photograph provided by friend of Lukas Thill
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Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Ǝvan Miyakawa @
 evanmiya
There’s always that one guy at the
DC who eats food while waiting in
line for another plate of food. I’m
that guy. #tayloru
Ashlyn Mortensen @
 AMortensen14
If Frasz wasn’t famous on campus
for his daily ﬁst bumps, he
deﬁnitely is now with that MyGen
performance!! #teachmeyourways
#tayloru
Shelby Cline @Shelby_Cline
Whenever I see the cute stray dog
running around campus I just think,
can we just keep him??” #tayloru
Olivia Miller @OliiviaaMillerr
A girl continues to show up to art
as experience and I know she
isn’t in the class... WHY DO YOU
DO THIS TO YOURSELF #tayloru
Michael Garrity @
 babygarrity_4
S/O to @taylor_hoops for
knocking oﬀ the #3 team in the
nation tonight #TaylorU
Jessica Wise @
 jay_dubbzzzz
Caught a kid gluing his hand
to his textbook today - how’s
your day going? #middleschool
#tayloru #studentteaching #why
LoganJEvans @LoganJEvans
What’s MyGen without
@LindnerAustin #tayloru
Taylor Puitz @taylorediting
I was so impressed by all the
talent at My Gen tonight! #tayloru
#senioryear #feelingsentimental

@janikperera7
Another night in the books with some of the most talented
musicians around! I’d say we made the #FooFighters proud!
#MyHero #round2 #TaylorU #MyGen #KapowMGN

@carissa_zaffiro
My roommates and Fall have a lot in common. They both force
me to wear cute outfits, appreciate seasonal Starbucks drinks,
and make me want to curl up in a ball and sleep all day, but the
smile on my face wouldn’t be there without them #tayloru #421

Anna Kate @
 laughingbanAnna
You know you’re an English girl
when you make chocolate chip
pancakes at one in the morning
to deal with the stress of exams...
#tayloru

A&E

“I’ve learned how easy it is to teach someone
who is willing to learn,” Golliher said. “It’s
encouraging when you have a student who
is so interested and is willing to put in the
extra time.”
More than arts and crafts
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Better than OK(lahoma)

A timeless musical
brought to life by
Taylor’s Theatre
Ian Proano
Designer

Wiling music sprang out of the pit,
forcing my feet to obey its catchy tune
as the stage lights revealed a farmhouse scene. The culprit of the devilishly good melodies was the Taylor
student pit orchestra, which provides
the live accompaniment for “Oklahoma!” The intro to this timeless musical is just a taste of the wonderful trip
back in time this performance gives
to its audience.
The plot of “Oklahoma!” centers
around the romance of Laurey Williams and Curly McLain, played by
sophomore Anna Kaye Schulte and
junior John Broda. Curly makes bold
advances toward Laurey, asking if
she will accompany him to the box
social. Laurey stubbornly refuses
and instead chooses to go with the
eerie farmhand Jud, who has been eying her for quite some time. A major
side plot concerns Ado Annie, who
just can’t seem to make up her mind
on who she would rather choose: a
cowboy or a peddler.
Senior Jessica Schulte, who is a
member of the women’s ensemble
and the dance captain for the production, said, “I really enjoyed being
a member of the ensemble because
it’s a unique opportunity to interact
with everyone in the cast.”
Every actor brings vibrant and enthusiastic characterization to their
different roles, sporting rich yet understandable accents. One of the

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

The “Oklahoma!” cast prepares for two weekends of shows. Join the fun during one of three performances this weekend.

standout performances came from
senior Tamara Peachy who plays
Aunt Eller, the beloved matriarch of
the town who does her best to keep
the community healthy and thriving.
Her most memorable moment was
when she threatened Andrew Karnes,
played by Professor of English Joe
Ricke, with a revolver during one of
the musical numbers.
Two themes weave themselves
throughout the musical. The first is
about a community uniting to form
something larger than themselves, in
this case the state of Oklahoma, no
matter what differences may exist between them. But the second theme
resonates with a much darker side
to human experience. Director Tracy
Manning said, “There’s this underlying, very dark story of Jud and the fear

that Laurey has of him. The fear that
she has of really what we would call
now date rape . . . I think to be able to
talk about that in context of a musical is really interesting to think about.”
The situation’s gravity shows up in
grim fashion. Red lights cast a bloody
visage of backlighting onto Jud as he
sings about taking Laurey for himself.
Freshman Steven Mantel, who plays Jud,
does a marvelous job of making his character seem a bit “off,” always implying a
dark side of his psyche to the audience.
Dancin’, whoopin’ and hollerin’
adds to the fun and excited spirit of
the play. “I think my favorite moment
of the show is the ballet sequence,” junior stage manager Grace Foltz said.
“I think it’s so important; it is gorgeous
the way it was choreographed and it’s
just such a delight to watch.”

Many of the songs incorporate
dance numbers, which the cast members throw themselves into with energy. Dance instructor and Theatre
Adjunct Faculty Kory Browder designed the seamless choreography
that brings the spirit of the time period to life.
“Oklahoma!” is a wonderful addition to Taylor’s rich theatre history and is a treat that should not be
missed. “We wanted to engage our
community with a musical that’s
changed American musical theatre
forever,” Manning said.
The last performances are this
weekend at 8 p.m. tonight and tomorrow and at 2 p.m. on Sunday. The cost
per ticket is $7 for Taylor students
and $10 for adults.
echo@taylor.edu

class teach a variety of lessons as
part of a class requirement. Four of
the students teach paid, private lessons for groups of one to three kids.
One student volunteers to teach art
at The Red Barn.
Herrmann requires her five students to plan, teach and evaluate lesson plans every week for 10 weeks.
She wants them to understand kids’
behaviors and personalities while
evaluating and identifying the successes of their lessons.
“I get excited when I see my students taking what we’ve been doing
in class and applying it with children,” Herrmann said. “I like to hear
parents express their gratitude in
having these opportunities available
for their kids in a small community. I
think they appreciate the efforts that
we go to to provide these kinds of
things for their kids.”
Junior Rachel Golliher teaches the
same local high school junior every
week. Her student loves to draw and
paint while experimenting with new
mediums. Golliher and her student
explored still-life drawing, painting
and drawing a picture of cloth. Their

current project includes pointillism,
or art made of tiny dots.
Golliher sometimes creates assignments for her student to work
on outside of class if he wants to
continue practicing. He also finishes
projects at home, since lessons only
last an hour.
“I’ve learned how easy it is to
teach someone who is willing to
learn,” Golliher said. “It’s encouraging when you have a student who is
so interested and is willing to put in
the extra time.”
Senior Natalie Halleen volunteered to teach art at the Red Barn.
She wanted to practice managing a
class instead of working individually
with a student.
At the Red Barn, Halleen teaches ceramics to between four to 10
middle school students. She tries to
prepare lessons to challenge both
beginner and experienced students. They usually work on slabs,
pinch pots and coil pots. However, a few experienced students will
practice wheel-throwing during
this time.
“I notice how clay really helps

them,” Halleen said. “It calms them
down. I have music playing in the
background. . . . They are all crazy
and playing games outside, but when
they come in, it’s a peaceful time of
cooling down and getting their energy out with the clay.”
Halleen enjoys building relationships with kids in the community. She also sees students she
teaches during her weekly time at
Eastbrook Schools.
As Halleen learns about her students, she also discovers more about
the community she’s lived in for the
past three years. She is becoming informed about the pain and struggles
in Upland. Because of these discoveries, Halleen found the Red Barn is
a great place to serve.
“‘Taylor Bubble’—goodness, that
is so overused—but I’d say there are
walls around our campus,” Halleen
said. “There’s just a lot of hurting and
pain around there, and I was oblivious to that before. It’s sad to hear the
stories, but I think it’s important to
be aware of that, especially in trying
to get to know (the students).”
echo@taylor.edu

More than arts and crafts
Taylor art education
majors teach art lessons
Laura Koenig
A&E Editor

Little fingers designing African masks,
middle school students molding clay
and high school students deepening
drawing and painting skills—Taylor art education majors use these
skills to organize paid and volunteer
lessons for kids in the community
this semester.
Students in Department Co-Chair
and Assistant Professor of Art Kathy
Herrmann’s Secondary Methods

Not Your Average

Missions Trip
Serve in 23+
countries in a
variety of
ministries

Your Major + Missions: customize a
1- to 12-month internship/experience.

www.wgm.org/via
Senior Mariana VanDermolen helps two elementary students with their African masks.
This project follows their Guatemalan weaving.
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“God is neither a Republican nor a Democrat.”
This point forward
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The value of Senior Seminar

Senior Sem is a gift we
shouldn’t squander
Ian Proano
Designer

Before graduation, four professors have one last chance to instill flourishing.

Photographed by Shannon Smagala

Senior Seminar frustrations
Changes should be made
Brian J. Branscum
Contributor

It was a Wednesday during my freshman year. Upperclassmen joined my
table in the DC, dressed in khakis and
button-down shirts. That often meant
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one thing: it was a Senior Seminar
day. Back then, seniors were expected to dress professionally for the class,
and that terrified me.
I learned a lesson from observing
those fancy clothes, however: professionalism. After college, seniors are expected to enter a world that demands
our best and nothing less. The world
is scary, and we need to be prepared.
This lesson became more of a reality with each passing semester, senior
year drawing ever closer. A time was
coming when I could no longer chitter on about theory and craft in my
classes but would be expected to live
those things out. Senior year began,
and I anticipated the one dreadful
class where I’d be expected to act—
and, yes, dress—like a professional.
I’ve now completed Senior Seminar.
It was nothing like I expected.
I was neither equipped with tools
to face the next step nor shown how
to be professional in the harsh world
beyond Taylor. Instead, I relearned
abstract constructs—such as environmentalism, reconciliation and church
living—already covered in Foundations of Christian Liberal Arts and
my other Taylor experiences.
Two types of people enter Senior
Sem: those who have heard the lessons and taken them to heart, and
those who haven’t and are hardened
to them. As the class exists now, it caters to neither of those groups. Students who have learned the lessons
and want to expand on them will get
the same rhetoric about why it’s important to care about the broader

topics, while not learning the steps to
fully engage. The hardened students
aren’t likely to care now if they didn’t
care before.
During freshman year, one of my
professors gave me great advice about
saving the environment: don’t use
plastic water bottles. He didn’t preach
it; he merely shared how he and his

Contrasting

This point forward
Give unity a chance
Alex Horb
Contributor

“When Mexico sends its people,
they’re not sending their best . . .
They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists. And some,
I assume, are good people.”
– President-elect Donald J. Trump
This is just one of the many controversial things said by President-elect
Donald Trump over the course of one
of the most unexpected presidential
campaigns in recent history. He won
the general election but the result has
left our country seemingly more divided than before.
Although both sides of this conflict
strongly defend their stances, it is imperative that we all support our president and work toward becoming a
more unified nation.
The mainstream media has lost its
flourish after months of confidently
proclaiming that Hillary Clinton would
be the first female president. They are
now desperately trying to make what
they can of this alternate outcome.
According to Fox News, violent professional protests have cropped up in
many major cities across the country,
with many protesters denouncing

Integration of faith and learning. Intentional community. Flourishing.
Those are the first words we heard
on campus, and they’ll also be the last.
Many senior Taylor students sigh and
grumble at the thought of going to the
Senior Seminar class they’re “forced” to
take in order to graduate. As the minutes of every Wednesday night session
pass, many students in the audience
use their Apple and Android escape
pods to flee from the session. I do this
more than I would like to admit. But
Jeff Cramer, Kevin Diller, Scott Moeschberger and Matthew DeLong put a lot of
work and thought into this course, and
it shows. Some people talk down this
class and cast it aside, but we should
take it more seriously. Even though
we’re seniors, we still have a lot to learn.
First of all, we’re not going to hear
these concepts again anytime soon. I
empathize with seniors who believe
they’ve heard the well-known cornerstone sayings and concepts of Taylor
a thousand times before, but I think
that’s for a distinct reason. In my personal life, I’ve seen and heard about
many other Christian universities

Conversations
Graphic Illustrated by Derek Bender

family stopped drinking bottled water to decrease their plastic waste. If
Senior Seminar included more specific lessons like that, I wouldn’t have
had problems with it. Instead, the environmental section berated us with
general reasons why we should care
about the environment, when most
of us already knew why.
Many people have told me that college is a stepping stone into the real
world. Senior year isn’t the point in
my life when I want to reflect on how
great my liberal arts education was—
that nostalgia will come in my thirties. Right now, I want to be prepared

President-elect Trump as their new
leader and burning American flags
in acts of misplaced passion. Schools
nationwide have pushed back exam

America needs unifying.

dates and canceled classes to give students time to deal with their feelings.
Many feel the next four to eight years
will only do harm to a country already
struggling with so much.
While these only represent a small
fraction of the difficulties our country is going through, they reflect the
emotional state of an extremely vocal
group. This situation is a first for our
nation, but I believe we will come out
of it better than we did going in.
The events of the past year and a
half have shown me an America I did
not realize existed to this extent. I saw
symptoms of a country with the worst
racial tensions it has had in over 20
years, despite having elected its first
black president in history. I witnessed

FRIDAY

that focus on some form of legalism or moralism. But at Taylor we
have a unique and valuable view, a
mix of both liberal and conservative
thought, where Christian community
is exemplified on both the communicative and societal levels. And that’s a
gift we shouldn’t squander.
Second, this year’s Senior Seminar
is a marked improvement from last
year’s. Previously graduated seniors
found it to be merely an iteration of the
Foundations of Christian Liberal Arts
class, and they wished it was more applicable. This year, the professors have
really improved the class. The four of
them are trying to evolve the course
every year they teach it, but it won’t
get there overnight. I will admit, some
of the sessions are far better than others. But I enjoyed hearing one of the
professors in our first class joke that
this year they would actually put some
thought into it. It was very refreshing
to hear them admit and acknowledge
the mistakes they made in the past and
set a new course for the class.
Finally, it’s easy to complain about
this class because it’s a required
course. This is often true for Foundational Core subjects. It’s easier to complain about them because we’re made
to take them to get that final slip of
paper that proves to the world we’re
qualified adults. But that shouldn’t automatically lessen those courses’ value among the student body. In my first
year, I didn’t try to get anything out of
Foundation of the Christian Liberal
Arts. But halfway through the semester I decided to put my best into it and
found that I learned a lot once I chose
to invest. I believe the same is true for
Senior Seminar.
I know it can be tough to invest in a
Foundational Core course like Senior
Seminar, but I think we’ll find more
wisdom than we bargained for if we
give it a chance.
echo@taylor.edu

for the future and to learn how to confront the terrible beast called professionalism, as well as all the other
awful things that exist in our world.
Some of the Senior Seminar sessions
were good; the section that discussed
sexuality was especially helpful because it provided a livable example
of a complicated concept. However,
the majority of lectures made me feel
as if I was expending time just to fulfill a course requirement.
As far as the more abstract topics,
maybe professors could focus less on
encouraging us to have discussions
and instead bring in Taylor alumni

to share stories of their experiences
with those subjects. Instead of the
professors preaching lessons to us,
I’d love for them to provide concrete
examples of how we can interact with
certain issues. Jeff Cramer’s story of
friendship with an LGBT couple was
a great example of that.
I’d like to encourage more of that
content. Simple examples and tools
can make abstract constructs less
threatening. With those tools in hand,
seniors will find encouragement as
we step out to make an impact on
our world.
echo@taylor.edu

a near unanimous media, under direction of the problematic governmental establishment, unite very unfairly
against a single candidate. They called
him homophobic, xenophobic, sexist,
racist, hateful and a Nazi, to name
only a few slurs. Soon I suspect they
will add claustrophobic and arachnophobic to the list.
The media did their best to paint
Trump as unfavorably as they could,
attempting to sway the election
through emotion rather than policy. I
saw unprecedented levels of discrimination from the very same people
who claim to champion tolerance.
I saw controversy after controversy
brought to light through outlets such
as Wikileaks, which changed what I
thought I knew of the American government. This election has been a
turning point for our country, and my
perspective has changed—hopefully
for the better.
What I have seen as a Christian is
an environment driven by sensationalism and fueled with criticism and negativity. These are not unifying forces
and do nothing to further the love of
God that we should strive to help others understand. We now live in a culture of labels and objectification. In
our current society, it is acceptable to
slander and self-victimize when the
more appropriate course should be
to empathize and rationalize. Tools
of divisiveness will not improve our

country. However, it is not too late for
us to change.
Matthew 7:1-2 tells us, “Do not judge,
or you too will be judged. For in the
same way you judge others, you will
be judged, and with the measure you
use, it will be measured to you” (NIV).

I challenge you to do
something different. Leave
your comfort zone.
I challenge you to do something different. Leave your comfort zone. Make
someone’s day. Support others rather
than being critical or demeaning. Remember that we are all different and
have undergone experiences unique
to ourselves.
Nobody chooses to follow Christ because it’s the easy route. Far from it. We
choose to follow Christ because we understand what in life is truly important: our relationships with him. God
is neither a Republican nor a Democrat. He may be Libertarian, but we
won’t know for sure until we meet
him. Regardless, as long as we strive
to make God the focus of our lives, we
will remain united. We can all make
a difference in healing this damaged
country, and there is no better way to
do so than through him.
echo@taylor.edu

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
luke_wildman@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500–700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“In the words of Gene Hackman, ‘Welcome to
Indiana basketball.’ Welcome to Hickory Night.”
Hickory Night
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Sophomore Evan Crowe netted a team-leading 24 points against Davenport on Monday, including six 3-pointers.

Trojans pounce on Panthers

Men’s basketball defeats
No. 3 Davenport
Justin Chapman
Contributor

The Taylor men’s basketball team
claimed an upset win against No. 3
Davenport Monday night with the
final score of 86–81.
The Trojans began the game fast
and did not look back. They never
trailed during the game and started
the contest with a 16–4 lead.
The victory brings the Trojans’
season record to 6–0 after their win
over Davenport, who are moving to
the NCAA at the Division II level next
year. The matchup also marked the
first of the season against a ranked

opponent. Some of the team’s young
players contributed offensively.
Sophomore guard Evan Crowe
finished with 24 points going 8–15
from the field, including 6–10 from
behind the arc. Freshman point
guard Mason Degenkolb added 21
points including hitting three out
of his five 3-point attempts.
Crowe understands how crucial
unselfish play and team chemistry
can be to a successful game. The Trojans limited the Panthers rebounding
prowess, earning the Trojans more
possessions than the Panthers.
“I thought we did a really good job
at rebounding because they had a
lot of length and size. We came out
strong which helped and set the tone
for the whole game,” Crowe said.

Hickory Night
“Hoosiers” actors weigh in
on Pacers Hickory jerseys
Landry Long
Sports Co-Editor

Tonight in Bankers Life Fieldhouse,
the Indiana Pacers (6–6) host the
Phoenix Suns (3–9) in what appears
to be a normal regular season game.
If you make the trip to Indianapolis,
there’s a good chance you’ll start to see
more maroon than the usual navy blue
the closer you get to the Fieldhouse.
When the pre-game clock hits all
zeros and Paul George unbuttons
his warmup before tip-off, the word
“Hickory” will brace the front of the
jersey in stitched gold lettering.
In the words of Gene Hackman,
“Welcome to Indiana basketball.” Welcome to Hickory Night.
In the second season of Hickory
jerseys inspired by the film, “Hoosiers,” a few of the actors from the
film will be honored at tonight’s
game during halftime. This includes
Brad Long (Buddy), Steve Hollar

(Rade), Maris Valainis ( Jimmy) and
a few others.
While the uniforms have received
primarily positive feedback, others
have held differing opinions. Here
are the perspectives of a few of the
actors themselves.
1. What are your thoughts on the
Pacers wearing the Hickory jerseys?
Buddy – It symbolizes a tribute to
what high school basketball has meant
to the state of Indiana, from pee-wee basketball all the way up to the highest level.
Rade – This is a great connection
for NBA and Indiana high school basketball and the fans.
Jimmy – A reminder of Indiana basketball and being a small part of the
history made by Milan and all other
teams, coaches and players that were
fortunate to be involved.
2. Is there anything that you don’t
like about it?
Buddy – (Jokingly) No, just wish they
would do the slow to fast hand clap to
start the game when they wear them.
Rade – (Jokingly) No, other than I wish
we had a cut on the merchandise sale.

This crew has been working hard
leading up to playing against a nationally-ranked team. Head coach
Josh Andrews spoke about the
team’s mindset and focus going into
Monday night’s matchup.
Andrews has been pleased with
how coachable this year’s team has
been. He notices that they embrace
the tips they give them.
“They ’ve been sponges to do
the things that we’ve worked on.
Whether that’s day-to-day habits
inside of our offense or defense or
adjustments in a game, and they’re
doing a great job with that.”
The group’s effort paid off for this
game. The team had an impressive
shooting performance, as they went
14–17 from the free throw line and

28–58 from the field overall, including 16–32 from 3-point range.
Past the halfway point in the second half, the Panthers cut Taylor’s
lead to 69–66. Crowe responded
with back-to-back 3-point shots
to extend the lead to 75–66, giving the Trojans a cushion to finish
the game.
“I’ll tell you the big one, and this
sounds really funny or simple, but
threes are worth more than twos,”
said Andrews. “So when you make
15 threes or whatever it was, you’re
going to put yourself in a position.
You’re dangerous.”
Degenkolb feels the result gave
the team a huge boost of confidence.
He emphasized the certainty they
had walking into the game.

“All that aside, I think we were
pretty confident in our own abilities. Like I said, just knowing that
when we play as a team and play for
each other we can beat pretty much
anybody,” Degenkolb said.
On Wednesday night, the Trojans
defeated vote-receiving Ohio Christian 85–64 to improve their record to
7–0 for the first time since 2005–06.
The Trojans will open their Crossroads League schedule on Tuesday
in Odle Arena against No. 16 Bethel.
Tip-off is set for 7 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Jimmy – Nothing, only that time
continues on and it is the past but
we move forward. To be mentioned
in the future is amazing.
3. Why do you think the movie continues to have the impact that it has
today so many years later?
Buddy – It is a true sports story
about redemption and second chances where the underdog overachieves
and comes out on top, a successful
recipe for timeless acclaim.
Rade – Most everyone who is a
sports fan has seen “Hoosiers” and
has some kind of emotional connection to the story.

Jimmy – I think we love to think of
the underdog achieving something
we never imagined we could achieve.
4. Have you received a jersey from
the Pacers organization, or has anyone reached out to you about it?
Buddy – Not yet . . . .
Rade – Not yet; hopefully Friday . . . .
Jimmy – No jerseys, but having the
team wear replica jerseys is a thrill.
5. If there’s anything you could
change about the uniforms, what
would it be?
Buddy – Might have added the old
gold silk warm-up tops for the Pacers
to wear in pre-game warm-ups.

Rade – I would have liked a little
longer shorts in the original Hickory uniforms for all the viewers’ sakes!
Jimmy – Nothing, except I think
there are many more worthy teams
to be honored.
6. Any additional comments?
Buddy – Great idea/tribute by the
Pacers organization. Solidifies the
phrase, “Only in Indiana.”
Rade – I think the Pacers have gotten excellent marketing and sales on
the uniform idea and they are the
only team that could have pulled it
off. Thanks to their organization.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by Brad Long

(L to R) Brad Long (Buddy), Steve Hollar (Rade) and Maris Valainis (Jimmy) from the movie “Hoosiers” at an autograph
session. All three actors appreciate the Hickory-themed uniforms the Indiana Pacers occasionally wear.

Athlete of the Week

Mason Degenkolb
Graphic illustrated by Eric Andrews

Mason Degenkolb



A mock-up design of the Hickory logo on the front of Paul
George’s Hickory-themed Indiana Pacers jersey.

The men’s basketball team is off to
their best start since
?
A. 1996
B. 2004
C. 2005
D. 2011

Be the ﬁrst to collect the entire set and submit it to THE ECHO at
the end of the year to win a complete set signed by the athletes!

Check back next week for the answer! Last week’s answer: D. 5
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Card #11

Year

Freshman

Hometown

Tipton, Indiana

Position

Guard

Favorite quote

“For the Lord your God goes with you; he will
never leave you nor forsake you.” –Deut. 31:6b

Funniest teammate

Lane Vander Hulst

Favorite pump up song “Motivated” by NF

